Abstract-Various iterative unbiased finite impulse response (UFIR) algorithms are discussed for filtering, smoothing, and prediction of discrete-time state-space models in white Gaussian noise. The distinctive property of UFIR algorithms is that noise statistics are completely ignored. Instead, an optimal window size is required for optimal performance. Under real-world operating conditions with uncertainties, non-Gaussian noise, and unknown noise statistics, the UFIR estimator generally demonstrates better robustness than the Kalman filter, even with suboptimal window size.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known from practical experience [1] that implementation of the Kalman filter is often difficult due to the inability in getting a good estimate of the noise covariance matrices. Optimal estimators [2] may thus be less accurate than unbiased ones that are derived under the unbiasedness condition E{x n } = E{x n }, where x n indicates a state variable at discrete time n,x n its estimate, and E{x} is the expected value of x. That means that unbiased finite impulse response (UFIR) structures that ignore noise statistics and initial errors are able to produce acceptable suboptimal estimates.
The basic operating principles of the optimal Kalman filter [3] and UFIR filter [4] are summarized in Fig. 1 . At time n, the Kalman filter requires the noise statistics at time n − 1, such as the process and measurement noise covariance matrices Q n−1 and R n−1 respectively, as well as the estimation error covariance P n−1 . The optimal UFIR filter ignores these statistics. Instead, it requires the optimal averaging interval of N opt points that can easily be found via measurement. Even so, UFIR estimators still remain somewhat beyond the typical range of traditional signal processing techniques.
Below, we discuss a family of iterative UFIR algorithms for filtering, smoothing, and prediction of discrete state-space models in white Gaussian noise. The following definitions will be used: UFIR estimator satisfies the unbiasedness condition, optimal FIR (OFIR) minimizes the mean square error (MSE), and optimal UFIR (OUFIR) estimator minimizes the MSE in the UFIR estimator by N opt . 
II. LINEAR MODEL AND UFIR ESTIMATOR
Consider a class of discrete TV linear models represented in state space with the state and observation equations
where x n ∈ K and z n ∈ M are the state and observation vectors, respectively. Here, F n ∈ K×K , B n ∈ K×P , and H n ∈ M ×K . The noise vectors, w n ∈ P and v n ∈ M , have zero mean white Gaussian components, E{w n } = 0 and E{v n } = 0, are mutually uncorrelated, E{w i v T j } = 0, for all i and j, and have covariances Q n = E{w n w T n } and R n = E{v n v T n } which may be unknown to the engineer. The p-shift estimate 1x n+p|n of x n can be provided at time n + p with the UFIR estimator proposed in [5] , [6] . Let us first write the iterative filtering estimate at n, by p = 0, aŝ
The initial values are given bŷ
1x n+p|n is the estimate at n + p via zn from the past to n; p = 0 corresponds to filtering, p > 0 to p-step prediction, and p < 0 to q-lag smoothing, where q = −p. We simplify notation by usingx n+p x n+p|n . 
Here, s = m + K − 1 and l ranges from m + K to n. The filter output is taken when l = n. Givenx n from (3) with l = n, the p-shift estimate can then be computed asx
where
As can be seen, the noise statistics are not required by this procedure. For TI models, the filtering algorithm simplifies tô
with the initial conditions computed bŷ
Accordingly, the p-shift estimate can be computed aŝ
One may conclude that the algorithm of (15)- (20) is simple from a programming perspective. It is also a strong rival to the Kalman filter if the noise covariances are not known exactly [5] , [6] .
A. Estimation Errors
For the estimation error n+p = x n+p −x n+p , the MSE P n+p at time n + p can be defined as
and the filtering error lower bound (LB) can be shown to be
Then the p-shift LB can be computed for TV and TI models as, respectively, K, N , m = n − N + 1 0,
Set:xs by (6) and Gs by (7) .
Update:
. Instruction: Use the estimate when l = n.
TABLE II FULL-HORIZON TV UFIR FILTERING ALGORITHM
Stage Given:
K, n K.
Set:x K−1 by (6) and G K−1 by (7) for m = 0.
where P LB n is provided from (22) with l = n. The LB can also be computed in the three-sigma sense as shown in [4] .
III. UFIR ALGORITHMS
For filtering, smoothing, and prediction, the UFIR algorithms can be represented as in the following.
A. Filtering
The filtering UFIR estimate is obtained by (3) or (15) with the estimation error LBs given by (22) . There can be recognized several particular solutions.
Fixed-Horizon Filtering: The fixed-horizon (fixed memory size N ) iterative UFIR filtering algorithm is summarized for TV models in Table I . It implies that N = const. Note that the estimation error is minimal if one sets N = N opt [7] . A simplification for the TI model is straightforward. One must just let all of the matrices be TI in Table I .
Full-Horizon Filtering: This algorithm given in Table II is most simple. It utilizes all the data with N = n+1 and requires only the number of the states K. A natural extension to the TI case is provided by removing the time dependencies from the matrices. The error LB can be computed by (22)- (24) if one substitutes l with n. Note that the full-horizon UFIR filter may demonstrate substantial decrease in the output noise as n becomes large.
Tricky-Horizon Filtering: The tricky-horizon (variable memory size N ) algorithm implies an individual N opt at each n. Such flexibility allows for better system tracking with minimum residuals [5] in adaptive systems [8] . To implement tricky-horizon filtering, the algorithm (Table I) K, N = Nopt, q, m = n − N + 1 0,
. Usexn when l = n and computê x n−q =Bn,m(q)(F m+1 n,0 ) −1x n . Instruction: Valid for any n N − 1. The fixed interval of M = Nopt points is from time index m to n.
B. Smoothing
Provided the filtering estimate (3), the TV and TI UFIR smoothers become by (13) and (20) respectively [9] x n−q =B n,m (q)(
wherē
The error LBs become, respectively,
where P LB n is provided by (22) at l = n. As in filtering, here the LB can serve well in the three-sigma sense [4] .
Fixed-Interval Smoothing: This algorithm is intended to estimatex n−q|n with any lag 0 < q < M utilizing measurement from n − M + 1 to n. It is most efficient if M = N opt as implemented in Table III . To apply this algorithm to TI models, one must computex n−q = F −qx n . Fixed-Lag Smoothing: Two basic fixed-lag smoothing algorithms can be recognized. Provided N opt , the fixed lag q OUFIR smoothing algorithm is listed in Table III if one sets N = N opt and q = const. Its extension to the TI case can be provided by replacing thex n−q equation withx n−q = F −qx n . Fixed-lag full-horizon UFIR smoothing implies that the filter window includes all the available data, but the lag is fixed. The relevant algorithm is listed in Table IV . Its extension to the TI case can be obtained by replacing thex n−q equation withx n−q asx n−q = F −qx n . Fixed-Point Smoothing: This algorithm implies that measurements are available from 0 up to n, but the estimate is required at some fixed past point 0 v < n, where v is a constant [10] . The time-varying lag is q = n−v and the UFIR K, q = constant, n K.
) . Computex n−q for n > v as follows:
smoother is thus always full-horizon (Table V) . By replacing thex n−q equation withx n−q = F −qx n , it becomes applicable for TI models.
C. Prediction
State prediction plays a key role in many applications. Two basic UFIR prediction algorithms can be found in [4] .
IV. SOME GENERALIZATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS The following generalizations can be provided with respect to the OUFIR, OFIR and Kalman filters.
OUFIR vs. OFIR. The OFIR algorithms have been under development for decades [2] , [11] - [18] . However, OFIR estimators do not result in estimation errors that are substantially smaller than OUFIR ones, especially when N 1. The rule of thumb here is as shown in Fig. 2: The error difference between the OFIR and OUFIR estimates diminishes as N increases.
It also follows from many investigations that fast and low-complexity iterative OUFIR algorithms that ignore noise statistics and initial error statistics are practically superior to the best known OFIR ones. Note that this deduction often holds even if N is small. But in some applications, OFIR filters can be more appropriate because of their better accuracy. Applications of UFIR and OUFIR algorithms can be found in [19] - [26] .
OUFIR vs. Kalman Filter. The Kalman filter is best when the noise is white and its statistics are exactly known. Otherwise, one may follow the rule of thumb sketched in Fig. 3: It is only within a narrow range around the actual noise covariances that the OUFIR filter falls a bit short of the Kalman filter. The Kalman filter is also the best filter under the ideal conditions. Otherwise, its error grows more rapidly than the OUFIR. The latter is thus more robust in real-world [5] , [9] .
We finally conclude that UFIR algorithms are strong rivals to the Kalman filter for real-world applications. The iterative UFIR estimator commonly outperforms the OFIR one even if N opt is not large, and it outperforms the Kalman filter under real-world operating conditions and when the noise statistics are not known exactly.
